A New Experience in
Managed Outsourcing
Electricity, space and network are just part
of your managed services equation. With
Clearview Managed Services, we give you
what matters most—the knowledge,
processes and client care enterprise-level
organizations should expect. And nowhere
is this more evident than in our newest
center in Waco, Texas.

Waco: A Logical Choice
To some, Waco might seem like an unusual
place for a managed services center. To us,
it makes good sense. With easy access from
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Austin and
San Antonio—by air or car—we can keep
our clients up and running with true data
replication between cities. Not only do we
have programs and protocols for data, but
we can provide fixed and mobile work-space
recovery in the event employees become
displaced from their daily work
environments.

Business Continuity and
Disaster Recovery
The Waco Information Technology Gateway
(ITG) is a purpose-built business continuity
and disaster recovery data center. Its
previous life as a nuclear fall-out shelter
provides the physical security previously
unmet in the commercially available data
center market. While its logical and system
security is multi-layered and redundant. And
to support the extreme network demands of
data replication, dark/lit fiber is available to
all customers

More Than Just a Place to
Rest Your Data
When you’re a Clearview client, your
business matters to us. With valuable
recovery experiences associated with 911
and Hurricane Katrina, we felt compelled to
turn what otherwise might be catastrophes to
predictable, manageable scenarios. We
don’t just sell space, racks and cages, we
bring business
insights,
personal
service, and
Separate and Better
hundreds of
collective years
The Waco ITG is located on a power grid
in managing IT
separate from Texas’ major cities, making
it unaffected during brownouts and
to create
blackouts. It features:
positive,
collaborative
 Dual transformer commercial
outcomes.


We’d like to show you a better managed
outsourcing experience. To learn more, visit
www.clearviewfocus.com, email
sales@cvglobal.com or call us at 214.219.2815.











power feeds
Multi-carrier fiber from the
Dallas Infomart
Security biometrics
Magnetic key cards
DVR cameras
24X7 onsite personnel
N+1 power, generators, UPS,
PDU, CRACs
15 MW commercial power
200 watts per square foot
30,000 square feet space
Outside 500-year flood plane

